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INTRODUCTION
Leaf waxes are supposed to arise on 'the leaf surface either as

precursors travelling in some hypothetical carrier through the

lamellae of the cuticle (Hallam 1964, 1970a,b; Crisp 1965; Hallam

& Juniper 1971; Chafe & Wardrop 1973; Jarvis & Wardrop 1974; Sargent

1976a, b) or via extrusion through pores in the cuticle (Hall &

Donaldson 1962, 1963;.Hall 1967a, b; von Wettstein - Knowles 1974).

Irrespective of the techniques used, e.g. carbon replicas of the

surface, thin sections or freeze fracture of the cuticle, no pores

traversing the cuticle and epidermal wall are normally seen.

According to the pore theory, the wax shapes that occur on the

aerial parts of plants are dependent, at least to some extent, on the

arrangement of pore aggregations and the size of the pores. As

considerable pressure would be needed to force material through pores

(e.g. 25 nm diameter microchannels in Plantaao: Fisher & Bayer 1972;

4 nm pores in Trifolium: Hall 1967a), and as no such pressure system

is known to exist, we believe a pore theory of wax origins to be

untenable.

There is considerable evidence that wax morphology is, at least

for all those surfaces so far studied, dependent on chemical

composition. Many isolated waxes may be recrystallised In vitro

in shapes very similar to those which naturally occur on the leaf

surface (Hallam 1970b; Jeffree 1974; Chambers, Ritchie & Booth 1976;

Jeffree, Baker & Holloway 1975, 1976). These artificial systems have

commonly used hexane or chloroform as the wax carrier. However, no

suitable solvents have been identified to act as endogenous carriers

for the wax in a dispersed form.

Neither of these proposed transport mechanisms, which assume that

pure wax with or without a volatile carrier, arriving at the leaf

surface, accounts for the fact that many waxes can be fixed in situ

by conventional glutaraldehyde and osmium fixation. Such a property

is generally thought to be restricted to protein- containing sub-

stances.
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This paper suggests that a protein carrier is involved in
the transport of lipoidal compounds- to the surface and seeks
to test this proposed transport mechanism through electron
microscopy of young developing leaf epidermal cells and gel
electrophoresis identification of the protein carrier.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The material used for electron microscopy was the shoot
apex and young leaf primordia of the water plants Myriophyllum
verticillatum L. and M. aquaticum (Vellozo) Verdcourt; and
the juvenile and adult leaves of Eucalyptus globulus Labill.
The species -pair of aquatic plants was chosen as both have
waxless submerged leaves; M. verticillatum produces glabrous
emergent leaves, whereas those of M. aquaticum are glaucous,
waxy and strongly hydrophobic. The juvenile leaves ofE. globulus produce copious wax, whereas the mature leaves
virtually lack epicuticular wax (Hallam & Chambers 1970).

Gel electrophoresis of leaf waxes

Following the method of Weber & Osbourne (1969) the Rm of
the standards (proteins of known molecular weights) were
plotted in graph form against log. molecular weight. By
plotting the unknown wax samples as well as epidermal cell
proteins on to this graph, molecular weights of the proposed
wax carrier proteins could be determined. These are listed
below.

Molecular weights

Leaf wax 40,000 35,080 20,890

Cellular extracts the above, + 32- 38,000' with
a range of varying intensity

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

It has been suggested that waxes originate at the leaf
surface through pores in the cuticle (Hall & Donaldson 1972,
1963; Hall 1967a, b; von Wettstein- Knowles 1974). These
conclusions were derived from high resolution replica and
shadowing techniques and freeze etching, but no micrographs in
these papers show pores in transverse section. What appear
to be microchannels in freeze -etch preparations (Hall 1967a,
b) are more likely to be cellulose microfibrils from the wall
embedded in the replica prepared for electron microscopy.
According to the theory of wax extrusion through pores, the
wide variety of shapes are produced mechanically, relying on
pore diameter and distribution to produce the pattern of wax
characteristic of a particular species. Considerable
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pressure, the origin of which is unknown, would be required

to force such plastic but high molecular weight materials to

the surface through 2.5 -4 nm pores; such a physiological
requirement is unacceptable, especially as no pores have been

seen traversing leaf cuticle and epidermal wall to the

cytoplasm.

Generally the only pores through cuticles are found in
specialised secretory cells (Chafe & Wardrop 1973; Williams &

Pickard 1974; Cutter 1976; Joel & Juniper 1982). One paper

records 2.4 nm diameter channels traversing the cuticle of

Plantago malior (Fisher & Bayer 1972). These are narrower

(4 nm) than those recorded by Hall (1967a) from replica

studies.

There is much sounder evidence that wax morphology is

related almost exclusively to chemical composition. Wax may

be prepared in vitro by various evaporation and

crystallisation methods (Hallam 1970b; Jeffree 1974;

Chambers, Ritchie & Booth 1976; Jeffree, Baker & Holloway

1976) to a form, very similar to that produced naturally on

the plant. The authors of the last paper suggest that waxes

may move through the cuticle by molecular diffusion via

intermolecular spaces in the cuticle matrix. They cite, in

their paper, Weisner who in 1871 suggested that wax may be

transported in a volatile solvent which then evaporated to
deposit the wax as crystals on the surface. No such volatile

solvent, however, has been found, after gas chromatographic
studies of the atmosphere surrounding wax producing leaves in

a closed system (Gilchrist & Juniper, unpublished data).

Neither the pore nor the crystallisation theory provide

an answer to the ability of leaf waxes to be stabilised on the

surface of leaves after glutaraldehyde /osmium fixation.

Hallam (1970a) demonstrated, using a Karnovsky fixative

perfusion technique, that waxes may apparently,be rendered

insoluble in the organic solvents normally used for

dehydration and embedding for electron microscopy. Electron

microscopy of leaves that are producing copious wax shows that

they have epidermal cells with abundant, apparently
dictyosome- derived vesicles in the vicinity of the outer cell

wall, a convoluted plasmalemma suggesting a vigorous

transmembrane exchange of some nature and electron -dense

granular material within the wall and near the plasmalemma.
Granular aggregations are lacking in the epidermis of leaves
of species which lack wax. This is to say, the young leaves
that produce wax have electron -dense granules associated with

the plasmalemma and the external epidermal cell walls.

Leaves that lack extra cuticular wax also lack the granules

and have a smooth plasmalemma in their epidermal cells.

We suggest that these electron-dense aggregates at the
plasmalemma -wall junction may be a protein -lipid complex: We

further propose that these may be analogous to animal

plasmalipoproteins which serve to transport lipids in a water

soluble form (Smith, Pownall & Gotto 1978).
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Gel electrophoresis of leaf waxes reveal three different
molecular weight proteins in Eucalyptus waxes.

There is, therefore, strong evidence that the pathway of
wax export is as lipid precursors carried and bound in a
protein "packet" through the hydrophilic wall and the thin
hydrophobic cuticle to the surface where they disrupt,
possibly due to light destabilisation.
We make no suggestions as to the
specific sites of synthesis,
encapsulation within the cell,
the role of specific organelles
or manner of export through the
plasmamembrane. As the
aggregated lipid material
crystallises to form the
epicuticular wax, on the lines
suggested by Hallam (1970b) and
Jeffree (1974), the protein
sticks (due to its amphipathic
nature) to the surface of the
developing wax projections.
These disrupted protein shells
may form the thin electron -dense
layer seen surrounding the wax
in thin section in many electron
micrographs; however, the non-
specific binding of OsO to
these materials must not be
excluded. The protein -bound
packets may be exported, as in
the manner of protein transfer
across the carnivorous Drosera
gland head, to the apoplast by
an exocytosis of the plasmamembrane (single arrow) (Gilchrist
& Juniper 1974). On the other hand, a preformed membrane
bound unit may be generated from the Golgi complex or from
rough endoplasmic reticulum in the manner of the proteins
exported on stimulus from a Dionaea gland (Robins & Juniper
1980), or they may pass directly to the apoplast (double
arrow) without a direct contribution from the plasmamembrane.

Such a theory is compatible with the well- studied lipid
transport systems in mammalian .tissues, and specifically
offers an explanation for the movement of highly hydrophobic
material across the water matrix from epidermal cell
plasmamembrane to leaf surface.
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